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Occelli﻿ &﻿ Re,﻿ 2017).﻿The﻿ analysis﻿ highlighted﻿ the﻿ specificities﻿ of﻿ the﻿ lab﻿ working﻿
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Typology﻿of﻿alarm personal collective﻿-﻿personal personal personal﻿-﻿collective
Target﻿(who﻿receives﻿the﻿
communication)












Context daily﻿life work daily﻿life work
Figure 1. Toxicology lab map
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Three﻿ kinds﻿ of﻿ risks﻿ can﻿ occur﻿ at﻿ the﻿Toxicology﻿ Lab﻿ (sorted﻿ by﻿ frequency﻿ of﻿
occurrence):
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Figure 2. Architecture of the prototype
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Figure 3. Interaction flow
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Figure 5. Wearable device scheme
Figure 6. Wearable device electronics
Figure 4. Wristband (a), Armband (b), Necklace (c)
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projector﻿ is﻿ directly﻿ connected﻿ to﻿ a﻿ mini﻿ iPad﻿ through﻿ the﻿ lighting﻿ port.﻿Via﻿ the﻿
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Figure 7. iPad screen
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2.﻿﻿ Collective﻿ exposure﻿ to﻿ acutely﻿ toxic﻿ chemicals.﻿The﻿ sensors﻿ placed﻿ in﻿ close﻿
proximity﻿to﻿the﻿tanks﻿for﻿chemical﻿disposal﻿detect﻿acetonitrile﻿in﻿the﻿environment,﻿
and﻿the﻿alarm﻿system﻿sets﻿on.﻿At﻿the﻿same﻿time﻿the﻿wearable﻿activates﻿vibration﻿
Figure 8. The online report
Table 2. Participants features
Participants’﻿Codes P1 P2 P3 P4 P5 P6 P7 P8
Gender M M F M M F F M
Age 49 50 59 54 55 59 24 25
Height﻿(cm) 178 184 174 185 160 174 160 179
Weight﻿(kg) 104 113 62 72 66 61 40 67
Wrist﻿circumference﻿(cm) 18.5 18.4 16 17 15.2 15.5 13 17
Neck﻿circumference﻿(cm) 42 44.2 34 38 35 36.4 27 34
Indoor﻿working﻿sector B A D C A D B C
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Figure 9. Item example
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Figure 10. Usability Dimensions and Clusters Results (The Error Bars Refer to Standard Deviation)
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6.4. Comparison of the wearable devices

















Talking﻿ about﻿ the﻿ device’s﻿ adjustability﻿ and﻿ adaptability﻿ to﻿ anthropometric﻿
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